Food for Thought: Can Intermittent Fasting Induced Ketosis Ameliorate Dementia by Decreasing Tau Hyperphosphorylation and Neuroinflammation in *Drosophila melanogaster*?

**ABSTRACT:**

**Background:** Dementia is highly prevalent neuropsychiatric condition characterized by impairments in memory, reasoning, mood, and behavior. Yet it has no effective treatment that targets the underlying biochemical pathology. The main goals of this project were to utilize a *Drosophila melanogaster* model of Dementia and determine whether ketosis induced by intermittent time-restricted feeding (iTRF) can lead to decreased mortality, improved memory, and enhanced locomotor function. **Methods:** flies with the V337M Tau mutation were used as a validated model of dementia. Both demented and control flies were subjected to either: (a) 24 hours access to food/ad libitum or ad lib OR (b) a Time Restricted Feeding (TRF) schedule with 10 hours of fasting during lights off and 14 hours of access to food, mostly during lights on. To assess the effect on lifespan, the percent of flies surviving over time, within each group, was calculated. Impaired geotaxis, diminished climbing motivation and ability, was assessed as a measure of locomotor ability. The Aversive phototaxic suppression assay was used to assess learning/memory; flies learned to avoid light that is paired with an aversive stimulus. Group differences were analyzed with survival curves. Chi-square tests were used for the categorical variables. **Results:** Survival curve analysis showed that the flies subjected to iTRF for 4 days lived longer than flies who fed ad lib, with the effect being more pronounced among the dementia group. Flies with Dementia had impaired climbing ability compared with controls, but within each group, there was no significant difference in locomotor function, among those fed ad lib versus iTRF. Flies with dementia demonstrated significant impairment in short-term memory and learning compared to the control flies (p-value = 0.03). iTRF did not improve short-term memory among control flies (p-value = 0.55) but greatly enhanced memory and learning in the dementia group (p-value = 0.04). **Conclusion:** Intermittent Time Restricted Feeding, and associated ketosis, may be a promising new intervention for dementia. Future studies should evaluate the underlying metabolic pathways as well as the changes in brain pathology that accompany improvement in clinical symptoms.
INTRODUCTION:

Dementia is a devastating neuropsychiatric condition characterized by impairments in memory, reasoning, mood, and behavior; the decline in mental status is typically significant enough to preclude daily independent functioning (Gale, Acar, Daffner., 2018). The most common forms of dementia are seen in Alzheimer's disease (AD) for adults over age 65, and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) among individuals younger than 65 years (Rathnavalli, 2002). Based on World Health Organization estimates, more than 55.2 million people worldwide currently suffer from dementia, with approximately 7 million new cases per year, and an anticipated increase to 139 million in 2050 (Dementia, 2021). Despite the prevalence and impact of dementia, it has no effective treatment besides some drugs that can delay symptom progression. No treatment strategy targets the underlying biochemical pathology (Poudel and Park, 2022).

On a cellular level, neuronal communication in dementias is affected by two main culprits – tau and amyloid proteins. In healthy neurons, tau is found within the axons where it binds to microtubules, stabilizing them and maintaining normal neuronal architecture. A high degree of phosphorylation results in tau detachment from microtubules and subsequent tau aggregation, finally causing the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (Iqbal et al., 2010). Amyloid which starts out as amyloid precursor protein can be processed to produce either a healthy soluble protein or one that is toxic (amyloid-beta or Aβ) which clumps and accumulates into amyloid plaques. Together, extracellular amyloid plaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles, represent the classic neuropathological hallmarks of AD. Finally, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, and neuroinflammation all have an additive effect in contributing to the ultimate disease presentation of AD (Pugazhenthi et al., 2016).

Recent research suggests that in AD and FTD, beta amyloid clusters precede abnormal tau. Once amyloid-beta has accumulated to a certain level it leads to the production of more amyloid-beta and more abnormal tau and latter is associated with clinical symptoms (Jack et al., 2019). Also, reduction of Tau protein levels leads to an amelioration of Aβ-induced learning and memory impairment (Robertson et al., 2007). Tau pathology in various forms is also seen in a host of other neurodegenerative conditions characterized by dementia and movement disorders, including chronic traumatic encephalopathy or CTE (Zhang et al 2022). Given the key role it
plays in most dementias and its association with onset of clinical symptoms (figure 1), Tau is an attractive target for prevention and therapy of such neurodegenerative disorders.

Figure 1. Tau Hyperphosphorylation pathway for neurodegeneration (modified from Nalini et al, 2018, Journal of Molecular Neuroscience)

While many new drugs for dementia are under investigation, none of the existing drugs works to prevent or modify the cerebral pathology of dementia. Also, effective drug delivery to the brain is hindered by the blood-brain-barrier, which is a network of closely spaced cells and blood vessels which prevent most substances from reaching the brain (Daneman and Pratt, 2015). Nutrition has been proposed a key modifiable factor in the progression of dementia and many pathophysiologic mechanisms connect glucose metabolism to Alzheimer’s disease, where hyperglycemia is associated with neuroinflammation oxidative stress which can trigger the amyloid cascade of AD (Taylor et.al. 2017). Thus, the ketogenic diet and ketone body supplementation have been proposed as potential therapeutic options for Alzheimer’s disease. The ketogenic diet is a high saturated fat/low carbohydrate diet switches the body from glucose metabolism to fat burning and producing ketone bodies as an alternative fuel to glucose (Dowis and Banga, 2021). Ketosis can be achieved through either fasting or carbohydrate restriction and ketone bodies have been shown to have beneficial effects on neurons by decreasing hyperexcitability and inflammation (Hertz et al., 2015). Recent studies have indicated that
intermittent fasting, which is less restrictive than ketogenic diets, may protect against neurodegeneration observed in animal models of Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and traumatic brain injury (TBI) following dietary intermittent protocols but little is known of the outcome in Alzheimer’s and Frontotemporal dementia (Nasiruddin et al., 2020).

*Drosophila melanogaster* or the common fruit fly is a convenient and efficient model of neurodegenerative disease and flies have been used successfully to dissect the genetic basis of complex behaviors such as sleep, learning, and memory (Lessing and Bonini, 2009). Previous studies have clearly shown that the expression of dementia-related gene products (tau protein and Aβ42 peptide, respectively) causes expected phenotypes in flies (Bonner and Boulianne, 2011). Like AD patients, flies show a predictable decline of neurons upon Aβ42 and/or Tau overexpression and the associated deficits in cognition and behavior can be analyzed using validated assays (Prubing, Voigt, and Shulz, 2013).

**Main Objectives**

To use a *Drosophila melanogaster* model of dementia and determine whether ketosis induced by intermittent fasting or time-restricted feeding (TRF) can lead to:

1. Decreased mortality or a measurable positive impact on lifespan.
2. Improved locomotor function measure by the negative geotaxis assay
3. Enhanced cognitive function demonstrated by improved learning in the aversive conditioning task.

**METHODS/MATERIALS:**

Fly Stocks were obtained from Bloomington Stock Center (Bloomington, Indiana) and raised at 23° C on standard cornmeal-molasses medium. Flies for the experimental group (w[1118]; P{w[+mC]=GMR-MAPT.V337M}10/TM3, Sb[1]) – expressed human microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT) with amino acid change V337M and the control group (w[1118]) did not contain abnormal tau.

Mutations in the microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT) gene, in humans, causes deposition of hyperphosphorylated tau protein in neurons and glia and are associated with inherited frontotemporal dementia (FTD) (Spillantini et al., 1998). The V337M MAPT mutation,
in particular, has been associated with FTD with severe frontotemporal and limbic degeneration and cognitive deficits (Sumi SM et al., 1992). Furthermore, the structure and composition of tau aggregates associated with this mutation are similar to those found in neurofibrillary tangles in Alzheimer disease (AD) (Spillantini et al., 1996). Thus, flies with the V337M MAPT mutation offer a robust model of tauopathy associated dementias, including Alzheimer’s Disease and Frontotemporal Dementia (Spina et al., 2017).

Intermittent fasting or time-restricted feeding is gaining popularity and scientific support as a means to attenuate aging related processing, in both flies (Gill et al., 2015) and humans (de Cabo R and Mattson MP, 2019) Recent research investigating various intermittent time-restricted feeding (iTFR) regimens (Ulgherait et al., 202) was used to derive an iTFR regimen for this study, taking into consideration the fact that flies with neurodegenerative disease may be more vulnerable to fasting states. A fasting window of 10 hours overnight (8 PM- 6 AM), for a period of 4 days was found to be optimal based on initial experiments.

![Feeding schedule for fly cohorts in the Ad lib and iTFR groups](modified from Ulgherait et al., 2021, Nature)

All flies were raised on *ad lib* conditions until day 10 post-eclosion upon which time flies were placed on various feeding regimes (Figure 2). For consistency, *ad lib* control flies were flipped on to fresh food at the same time as experimental diet flies were transferred to fasting media, and once again when fasting flies were flipped on to regular adult media.
**Longevity:** Flies were placed in each of two vials, per condition (control ad lib, control iTRF, dementia ad lib, dementia iTRF). Flies were transferred to new vials every 3 days to avoid including their offspring in the longevity count. Flies were counted daily, and number of dead flies, number of living flies, and the percentage of surviving flies were recorded. Death was scored at time of flipping, and lifespan compared by log-rank analysis.

**Negative Geotaxis or depression like state:** Negative geotaxis is defined as the motion in response to the force of gravity (Neckameyer et al. 2016). Flies placed in a vial, were tapped to the bottom, and were given 10 seconds to demonstrate negative geotaxis by migrating upward to a line 2 inches below the vial lid. Number of flies above the demarcated line, at 10 seconds, was recorded (Figure 3). This assay measures both motivation as well as locomotor ability.

**Learning and Memory**

Associative learning and intact memory help organisms, including insects, adapt to their environment which is essential for survival (Rescorla RA, 1988). Fly behavioral assays, involving Pavlovian conditioning tests of memory and learning, are well established (Iijima K 2004; Le Bourg & Buecher (2002). In this study, learned suppression of photopositive tendencies were evaluated in demented and control flies. Phototaxis represents the fly’s natural affinity to migrate towards light, but this innate tendency can be suppressed when flies are subjected to an aversive stimulus coupled with light exposure (Le Bourg and Buecher). A choice chamber was created with one end of the chamber covered with opaque black material and the other end open to ambient light. When flies migrate to the lit chamber, they received a noxious stimulus delivered via a buzzing device causing them to leave the lit side. The process is repeated during a 1 minute interval for a total of 5 times and after that the number of flies in the darkened versus light chambers is documented. The proportion flies found in the dark chamber (i.e. the ones who “learned” to avoid potential danger) was defined as the learning index.
**RESULTS:**

Preliminary experimentation found that iTRF (14/10) for 4 days was best tolerated by flies with dementia, although control flies could go longer on this fasting regimen.

**Longevity:** survival curves were plotted using a Kaplan Meir model (figure 5) and showed that flies without dementia lived longer than demented flies, regardless of which feeling schedule they were subjected to. Within the control and dementia cohorts, the flies subjected to iTRF for 4 days lived longer than flies who fed ad lib, with the effect being more pronounced among the dementia group.

**Geotaxis assay:** as shown in table 1 and figure 6, Flies with Dementia had impaired climbing ability compared with controls, but within each group, there was no significant difference in locomotor function, among those fed ad lib versus iTRF.

### Table 1: Proportion of flies with impaired geotaxis/depression like state, by group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fly Cohort</th>
<th>n/Total (%)</th>
<th>Odds Ratio: Impaired Geotaxis, TRF vs. ad lib (95% CI)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CND</td>
<td>3/16 (18.8)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRF</td>
<td>3/19 (15.8)</td>
<td>1.23 (0.21-7.15)</td>
<td>0.582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fly Cohort</th>
<th>n/Total (%)</th>
<th>Odds Ratio: Impaired Geotaxis, Dementia TRF vs. ad lib (95% CI)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DND</td>
<td>8/24 (33.3)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTRF</td>
<td>4/12 (33.3)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.23 – 4.35)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5:** Percent Flies surviving over time

**Figure 6:** Indicated above is the percentage of flies with impaired geotaxis for the various groups.
Demented flies had 33% impairment in climbing compared to only 19 percent among controls. However, within the controls there was no difference between the ad lib and iTRF group (p-value = 0.582) and there was no difference between the two diets for the demented group either (p-value = 0.64).

**Learning and Memory:** After receiving an aversive stimulus, the number of flies who “learned” to avoid light were recorded over 3 trials. Learning index was defined as the percentage of flies that successfully suppressed phototaxis (or the innate desire to migrate towards light) and migrated to the unlit side of the chamber. As shown in figure 7, flies with dementia demonstrated significant impairment in short-term memory and learning compared to the control flies (p-value = 0.03). Notably, iTRF did not improve short-term memory among control flies (p-value = 0.55) but greatly enhanced memory and learning in the dementia group (p-value = 0.04).

**Figure 7:** Short-term Memory Evaluation by Aversive Phototaxis Suppression Assay. Learning Index calculated based on percentage of flies who “learned” to avoid light

ns – not significant ** - p-value <0.05
DISCUSSION/ CONCLUSIONS:

The purpose of this study was to utilize *Drosophila melanogaster* as a model organism and study whether metabolic manipulation using time restricted feeding could improve mortality, locomotion, and memory among demented and control flies. Flies with the V337 MAP Tau mutation demonstrated impairments consistent with dementia as previously described (Spina et al., 2017) – they have shorter life spans, impaired climbing and motivation, and deficits in learning and memory, when compared with control flies. Intermittent time restricted feeding or iTRF enhanced lifespans of both control and demented flies but did not improve locomotor abilities in either group. Flies with dementia, but not the controls, showed improved learning and memory after iTRF.

**iTRF and Mortality**

The results of this study are consistent with prior literature showing dementia is a reliable predictor of human mortality (Rizzuto et al., 2012). Caloric restriction via intermittent fasting in humans (Dowis and Banga, 2021) and time restricted feeding in flies (Ulgherait et al., 2021) can prolong lifespan. In this project, iTRF decreased mortality among flies with dementia and showed that although they may be more physically vulnerable, they can also benefit from ketosis.

**iTRF and Climbing Behavior**

While demented flies had impaired climbing compared with control flies, iTRF did not improve locomotion in either group. Negative geotaxis in flies is the innate motivation to climb vertically when startled; impairment in this response has been observed in flies with lower serotonin and octopamine levels (Meichtry et al., 2020), which are associated with depression in flies. Intact geotaxis also requires good locomotor ability and negative geotaxis has been shown to be impaired among flies with neurodegenerative processes such as Alzheimer and Parkinson disease, as well as flies with brain injury or Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (Lateef et al., 2019). The neurodegeneration brought on by hyperphosphorylated tau causes parkinsonism, in addition to dementia, which may explain why iTRF was not successful in overcoming these deficits in this model of dementia.
iTRF and Memory

Flies with dementia, but not the controls, showed improved learning and memory after iTRF possibly because it is easier to discern enhanced cognition among flies who are significantly impaired to begin with. The three ketone bodies produced during fasting are acetoacetate, β-hydroxybutyrate and acetone and they are the major energy source (75%) for the brain. The proposed neuroprotective effects of ketone bodies include decreasing oxidative stress, neuroinflammation, mitochondrial impairment, hypometabolism and BBB disruption (Lorenzo, 2018). Especially relevant to the model of dementia used in this study, impaired glucose metabolism leads to a decrease in tau-O-GlyNAcylation that causes more hyperphosphorylation of tau (Lorenzo, 2018). By switching the fly metabolism to ketosis, it is possible that hyperphosphorylation of tau was diminished leading to less neuropathology and this improved cognitive function.

Findings from this study have tremendous implications for the treatment of dementia, a highly prevalent and devastating neurologic diagnosis. Intermittent fasting is a non-pharmacologic intervention that can be easily prescribed and perhaps the exact feeding schedule can be adjusted to meet the needs of the individual patient. It is also less restrictive than the ketogenic diet which necessitates the almost complete elimination of carbohydrates and can lead of adverse effects such as liver and kidney disease and vitamin deficiencies (Batch et al., 2020).

This study was limited by space and budget considerations and more extensive replicates, with different feeding schedules were not possible. Additionally, due lack of access to specialized equipment, ketosis could not be biochemically assessed in the flies.

iTRF may be a promising new intervention for dementia. Future studies should evaluate the associated metabolic pathways, as well as the changes in brain pathology, that accompany improvement in clinical symptoms, both in flies and in larger mammalian models. Ultimately such non-pharmacologic interventions may transform how we treat a variety of human neurodegenerative diseases.
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